SDCL 14-1A-3: Deposits of state agency publications and audio-visual materials.--Every state agency shall upon release deposit at least thirteen copies of each of its state publications with the state library for record and depository purposes...

These libraries have been designated as depositories: Siouxland Libraries, Yankton Community Library, Devereaux Library at SDSM&T, Library of Congress [in Washington, DC], and the libraries at the University of South Dakota, South Dakota State University, Northern State University, and Black Hills State University.

The number in parentheses following the citation is the classification number assigned by the State Library for storage and retrieval purposes; these numbers may or may not be used by the staff of the other South Dakota depository libraries. OCLC control numbers are included with the citation whenever possible.

Single copies of the documents listed are available on loan from the State Library (773-3131 or toll-free in SD 1-800-423-6665) or from any of the South Dakota depositories.

Items marked with an asterisk were received in insufficient quantity. Requests for permanent copies must be directed to the issuing agency. There may be a charge.
COMMERCE AND REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF (The Dept. of Commerce and Regulation was abolished and many of its functions transferred to the newly created Department of Public Safety and to the Department of Revenue and Regulation and to other departments following the 2003 legislative session. The SD Government Publications Classification Schedule does not yet reflect these changes. Publications from the former Dept. of Commerce and Regulation remain classified under the old CC classification.)

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission, Pierre

PUC Annual Report 2010
(CC 875:R 299/2010) OCLC#12043244

EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF (Dept. of Education and Cultural Affairs became Department of Education following the 2003 legislative session. Its Divisions of Arts and History, as well as the Cultural Heritage Center, were transferred to Department of Tourism and State Development. The SD Government Publications Classification Schedule does not yet reflect these changes. Publications from the former Dept. of Education and Cultural Affairs remain classified under the old ED classification.)

Cooperative Extension Service, SDSU

Economics Commentator No. 530 April 29, 2011
(ED 550:Ec 74/no. 530) OCLC#20554364

State Historical Society

Hoofprints Vol. 15, No. 4, March/April 2011
(ED 725:N 477/H 76/v. 15/no. 4) OCLC#39803777

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City

*The Hardrock Fall/Winter 2010
(ED 875:H 221/2/2010/Fall-Win.) OCLC#4441238

South Dakota State University, Brookings

(ED 1100:Ec 74/2011-1) OCLC#713373203

South Dakota Public Broadcasting Network, Vermillion
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF

Office of Executive Management

State of South Dakota Office of the Governor
Executive Order 2011-09
(EX 125:Ex 31/No. 2011-09) OCLC#54768235

State of South Dakota Office of the Governor
Executive Order 2011-10
(EX 125:Ex 31/No. 2011-10) OCLC#54768235

State of South Dakota Office of the Governor
Executive Order 2011-11
(EX 125:Ex 31/No. 2011-11) OCLC#54768235

State of South Dakota Office of the Governor
Executive Order 2011-12
(EX 125:Ex 31/No. 2011-12) OCLC#54768235

State of South Dakota Office of the Governor
Executive Order 2011-13
(EX 125:Ex 31/No. 2011-13) OCLC#54768235

South Dakota Lottery, Pierre

Lottery Link May/June 2011
(EX 130:L 648/2011/May-Jun.) OCLC#32910618

South Dakota. Bureau of, Pierre

Records Destruction Board Meeting Minutes December 15, 2010
(EX 175:M 668/2010/Dec. 15) OCLC#54768494

Office of Federal Surplus Property
GAME, FISH AND PARKS, DEPARTMENT

South Dakota Department of Game, Fish, and Parks, Pierre

South Dakota Conservation Digest 2011 May/June
(GA 125:C 765/2011/May-June) OCLC#1766146

South Dakota Division of Wildlife, Pierre

Statewide Fisheries Surveys, 2009 Survey of Public Waters
Part 1 Lakes-Region IV
Dingell-Johnson Annual Report No. 11-09
(GA 200:Su 79/F 533/2009/pt. 1/region 4) OCLC#44409621

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF

South Dakota Department of Health, Pierre

Cancer in South Dakota 2008
(HE 125:C 16/2/2008) OCLC#50874407

Breast Cancer in South Dakota 2009
(HE 125:C 16/B 74/2009) OCLC#

*Lung Cancer in South Dakota 2009
(HE 125:C 16/L 972/2009) OCLC#

Melanoma of the Skin in South Dakota, 2008
(HE 125:C 16/M 481/2008) OCLC#

Oral Cancer in South Dakota
(HE 125:C 16/Or 1/2010) OCLC#

*Ovarian Cancer in South Dakota, 2008
Break the Silence
(HE 125:C 16/Ov 1/2008) OCLC#

*Prostate Cancer in South Dakota, 2008
(HE 125:C 16/P 945/2008) OCLC#
Colorectal Cancer in South Dakota
(HE 125:C 714/2009) OCLC#722853384

Colorectal Cancer in South Dakota
(HE 125:C 714/2010) OCLC#722853384

Colorectal Cancer in South Dakota
(HE 125:C 714/2011) OCLC#722853384

2009 South Dakota Vital Statistics Report: A State and County Comparison of Leading Health Indicators
(HE 125:V 83/2009) OCLC#51636219

JUDICIARY

Copies of the following South Dakota Supreme Court opinions are available in hard copy at the South Dakota State Library. The classification number is
(JU 125:Op 61/#)


#25694 Spiska Engineering, Inc., v. SPM Thermo-Shield, Inc., and in the Matter of Arbitration between Spiska Engineering, Inc., and SPM Thermo-shield, Inc., and Joseph Raver, 05/25/11

#25700, #25701 Terry Brown and Susan Brown, v. James Hanson, 05/18/11

#25751 Steven D. Johnson, v. Harrell L. Sellers and Sandra L. Gree, Husband and wife. 05/25/11

#25756 In the Matter of the Formal Inquiry Concerning Judge A. P. Fuller 05/18/11

#25788 The State of South Dakota, Acting by and through the Department of Transportation and the South Dakota Transportation Commission, v. Philip G. Clark, P & J
Enterprises, L.L.C. and Hansen Manufacturing, Corporation, 05/11/11


LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF

South Dakota Labor Market Information Center, Aberdeen

South Dakota Quarterly Census of Employment Wages 2009 (LB 150:Em 73/2009) OCLC#33599991

LEGISLATURE

South Dakota State Code Commission, Pierre

South Dakota Register Vol. 37 OCLC#2711621
May 2, 2011 (LE 225:R 263/v. 37/no. 44)
May 9, 2011 (LE 225:R 263/v. 37/no. 45)
May 16, 2011 (LE 225:R 263/v. 37/no. 46)
May 23, 2011 (LE 225:R 263/v. 37/no. 47)
May 31, 2011 (LE 225:R 263/v. 37/no. 48)

South Dakota State Legislative Research Council, Pierre

Minutes. Ag Land Assessment Implementation and Oversight Advisory Task Force April 29, 2011 (LE 325:M 668/Ag 52/2011/no. 1) OCLC#253516315

Minutes. Rules Review Committee May 10, 2011 (LE 325:M 668/In 8/2011/no. 313) OCLC#32278284

MILITARY AND VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF

South Dakota State Emergency Response Committee, Pierre
Preparing for a Flood
(MI 200:F 658/2) OCLC#726922337

SOCIAL SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF

Office of Child Care Services, Pierre

Bright Start Up-Date Newsletter Volume 11 Issue 2
March/April 2011
(SS 300:N 477/2011/Mar.-Apr.) OCLC#46418676

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF

South Dakota. Department of Transportation, Pierre

Pocket Guide Erosion and Sediment Control
Storm Water Management
(TD 125:Er 69) OCLC#727061553

Connecting the DOT’s [DOT Newsletter] March-April 2011
(TD 125:N 477/2/2011/Mar.-Apr.) OCLC#65469130

Impacts of Barriers on Topeka Shiner Populations Study
SD2006-07-F
(TD 125:SD2006-07-F) OCLC#725437183

Impacts of Barriers on Topeka Shiner Populations Study
SD2006-07-X
(TD 125:SD2006-07-X) OCLC#725508228

Division of Operations

Status of Road Construction in South Dakota
May 2011
(TD 175:C 766/2011/May) OCLC#48029256

Status of Road Construction in South Dakota
June 2011
(TD 175:C 766/2011/June) OCLC#48029256
South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Pierre

Minutes of the 170th Meeting of the Water Management Board
March 9, 2011
(WA 125:M 668/M 312/2011/Mar. 9)  OCLC#35040321

Division of Financial and Technical Assistance, Pierre

Analysis of Bank Stability and Potential Load Reduction along
Reaches of the Big Sioux River, South Dakota
(WA 175:B 226/2009)  OCLC#722916825

Section 319 Nonpoint Source Control Program Information, Education
Training, Demonstration Project – Segment II
Project Final Report January 2011
(WA 175:N 733/6/2011)  OCLC#722474931

Lower Big Sioux River Watershed Implementation Project:
Segment 1
(WA 175:N 733/B 482/2/2010)  OCLC#723158168